1.Introduction
duration of each arc, and the number of arcs per one experiment. This organization of the expe_ent allows analysis of the LP data (HFT) for two different situations: i) with arcing on samples of solar cells; ii) without arcing. HFT data were obtained during the dwells lasting for 4 ms each, and experimental data were represented in digital form: 80 points with 50 intervals. This means that we are able to study the spectra of plasma turbulence within the narrow frequency interval Af=250-10,000 Hz. We may suggest that there is an influence of arcs on HFT data. This influence could be caused by changes in plasma parameters as well as fluctuations of spacecraft potential. Electrostatic noise spectra for both situations (with arcing and without arcing), analysis of correlation properties of different signals, and the preliminary theoretical explanation of the observed differences of these spectra will be discussed below.
Plasma parameters
The electron number density and electron temperature were obtained during sweeps that lasted for 4 s each. During this time interval the bias voltage on LP was changed twice: down from +10 V to -5V, and up from -5V to +10 V. An example of the sweep data is shown in Fig. 1 
To analyze the LP data, particularly HFT dwells, we should take into account the motion of spacecraft through the mounding plasma.
The Fourier integral for fluctuations of the plasma density can be written in the following form:
Finally, after performing some simple algebra, we can write the observed frequency spectrum in the form:
S:
To obtain the Eq. (3) we suggest LP is placed in the point x-_ of the coordinate system. It is easy to see that the major contribution to the 
Expression (4) is valid for almost all waves
except waves that propagate perpendicularly to magnetic field. Of course, LAW are attenuated due to absorption by ions on frequencies fkf i .
3.Observations
As was mentioned above we possess data obtained by the LP for two different situations : with arcing and without arcing. One example of an HEr dwell is shown in Fig.2 The saturation current was equal to Isat=300 (Fig. 1) . Thus, the amplitude of fluctuations is 5 =5x10 -4. The spectrum of this signal is shown in Fig. 3 . The sharp decline of amplitude for frequencies £>6.5 kHz is seen very clearly. The average spectrum was built using data of twelve dwells (Fig.4) . No peculiarities can be established in this average spectrum. Figure 5 illustrates the signal that was registered when arcs occurred. First of all, it is seen that there is a significant difference in amplitudes between signals with arcing and without them. For this dwell, theamplitude of current fluctuations is as large as 2 gA. Moreover, the average spectrum that had been calculated by using data of twelve dwells with arcing is almost fiat for frequencies £>500 Hz. We did not find correlations between plasma parameters and spectral characteristics either for dwells with arcing or dwells without arcing. However, the peak current depends on number of arcs rather strongly (Fig.6) . We believe that the large ampfimde of LP current is caused by changes in the spacecraft potential due to arcing. When arcing occurs, the difference of potentials between the shuttle and the surrounding plasma changes AVe2-3 v for the moment of each arc. Because the duration of each arc is equal to 0.1-0.5 its, the measm'ed value of LP current can be estimated as -
•ra_ u • •AV (6) 'g_p For example, during one experiment there were N,_=1500, the duration of the experiment z,_=60 s, and za,,,al=4 ms. The value of the expression in the parenthesis can be obtained from appropriate sweep data (Fig. 1) . The result of the calculation, AI_2 _A, is in agreement with the measurements.
Conclusion
According to theoretical considerations the spectrum of noise in the ionospheric plasma should have the following form:
where A=ConsL and F(f)isa slowfunction of frequency. In reality, we obtained D(f)oc f-o.Ts+o.2 forthe averagespectrum without arcing, in agreement with expectations. Electrostatic noise with such parameters was observed early 2, and those authors suggested that there were IAW generated in the vicinity of the lower hybrid resonance and shifted due the Doppler effect by Af=2-3 kHz. Moreover, they proved that the reason for the IAW instability was the so called '_ing distribution" of water ions that were sublimated from spacecraft surfaces. These last conclusions were based on the data obtainedby the Plasma Diagnostic Package(PDP) operating inwake of theshuttle (advanced analysis and new dataare published inRef.5,6).
We seefromthepresent work thatfluctuations with a broad spectrumarc developedin the plasma itself. It might be suggested that the reason for their generation and instability exists in the surrounding medium (convective flows, solar cosmic rays, or something else). More measurements of LP current fluctuations should be done in ram conditions to understand the nature of the observed electrostatic noise. It seems particularly important to measure fluctuations at frequencies up to 60 kI-Lz where attenuation due to absorption by ions at the ion plasma frequency is practically negligible. 
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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
The Langmuir probe flown as part of the SAMPLE package aboard the space shuttle flight STS--62 was used to determine plasma potential fluctuations in the vicinity of the shuttle. The broadband noise was observed at frequencies 250-20,000 Hz. Measurements were performed in mm conditions; thus, it seems reasonable to believe that the influence of spacecraft operations on plasma parameters was absolutely negligible. The average spectrum of fluctuations is in agreement with theoretical predictions.
The influence on the observed spectra of arcing generated by high negative bias voltages applied t¢ solar cell samples is briefly discussed.
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